December 2013
Peterson Industries Now Offers "CheapHeat" Electric Heating System

We are proud to announce that Peterson Industries has partnered with RV Comfort Systems to be the first dealer based RV manufacturer in the industry to offer this great solution for your RV heating requirements.

The CheapHeat electric heat system attaches to your ducted gas furnace to offer you an alternative to high priced LP gas usage.

"We will be installing the prototype into a customer's unit soon." stated P.I. President, Bryan Tillett. "One of the reasons we really like this system is that unlike other alternative heating devices, CheapHeat runs through your heat duct system thus helping to keep the holding tanks and water system from freezing."

CheapHeat comes in 3 sizes, but Peterson Industries plans on offering only the DH50 model.

TECHNICAL (Taken from CheapHeat literature)

[When talking about heat output, remember that a gas furnace is only 60% efficient. This means a 40,000 btu furnace has only 24,000 btu output. The rest of the heat goes out the exhaust.

Additionally, a gas furnace has a 60 second pre-purge cycle and a 90 second post-purge cycle, which means that for every heating cycle there are 2 1/2 minutes of runtime with no flame (heat). After taking into consideration the 2 1/2 minutes of no fire each heat cycle, along with efficiency issues, your tru output into the coach with a 40,000 btu gas furnace is about 18,000 BTU when measured at the register.

The 100% efficient CheapHeat DH50 has a tru 17,500 btu output, or 97.2% of what a 40,000 btu gas furnace puts out to the register.]

We believe CheapHeat is just what many full-timers have been looking for, and we're proud to be partnering with RV Comfort Systems to bring you another "Industry First!"